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Abstract—This paper proposes a collective intelligence strat-
egy for emerging semantic data. It presents a combination
of social web practices with semantic web technologies to
enrich existing web resources with semantic data. The paper
introduces a social semantic tagging approach called Semdrops.
Semdrops defines a conceptual model which is an extension of
the Gruber’s tag model where the tag concept is extended to
semantic tag. Semdrops is implemented as a Firefox add-on
tool that turns the web browser into a collaborative semantic
data editor. To validate Semdrops’s approach, we conducted
an evaluation and usability studies and compared the results
with automatic generation methods of semantic data such
as DBpedia. The studies demonstrated that Semdrops is an
effective and complementary approach to produce adequate
semantic data on the Web.
Keywords-Social Tagging; Semantic Data; Semantic Social
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I. INTRODUCTION
”The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web
in which information is given well-defined meaning, better
enabling computers and people to work in cooperation” [1].
Web resources of semantic web are semantically annotated
with special meta-data that represent formally the meaning.
The availability of this machine-readable meta-data enable
intelligent access of Web resources by automated agents,
adequate queries and combination of several sources of
information [1].
Ontologies form the backbone of the Semantic Web
systems and they are the means to semantically annotate
Web resources. Due to the wide variety of topics presented
on the web, existing ontologies partially cover a small part
of the current web. For instance, in the fields of medicine,
computers, society and business, a lot of efforts have been
done to develop ontologies [2], [3], [4], but then quickly
decreases in other domains. These ontologies are developed
by domain experts resulting in sophisticated ontologies that
are used in specific applications beyond the Web. Besides,
developing and combing large ontologies involve sophisti-
cated tasks.
Recently, there is a shift towards the development of
lightweight ontologies for specific domains because the
definition and combination of them are easier than large and
sophisticated ones. Consequently, these lightweight ontolo-
gies are widely used in Semantic Web applications. Some
popular examples are FOAF1, SKOS2 and SIOC3.
Although existing lightweight ontologies are defined by
domain experts, many studies have demonstrated the signif-
icance of taking advantage of the social force to contribute to
the semantic web vision [5], [6]. In this sense, it is important
to provide users with tools that support the emergence of
semantic data. Semantic data are the seed to make emerge
lightweight ontologies. Semantic wikis [7], [8], [9] enable
the emergence of lightweight domain ontologies by the com-
munity efforts. However, the emerged ontologies are limited
to the Semantic Wiki scope and cannot be transparently
extended to any Web resource.
Our objective is to provide a tool that allow the emergence
of semantic data without being limited to semantic wikis. We
propose an approach that allow the emergency of semantic
data by means of identification and modelling of the tagging
activity. This is a step to the semantification of the web based
on social effort. The proposed approach has:
 to promote semantic data proliferation.
 to promote the semantic data quality
 to be applicable to any web resources.
 to be used by a wide community
 to provide an easy interaction mode.
In order to achieve all of these requirements, the challenge
now is to define a simple semantic social tagging model
whose integration into the system provides an easy inter-
action modality that enables to attach semantic tags to a
web resource without modifying the resource itself. In this
work, we propose a social semantic tagging approach called
Semdrops. Semdrops defines a conceptual model which is
an extension of the Gruber tag model [10], where the
tag concept is extended to semantic tag. We implement
Semdrops as a Firefox add-on tool that turns the web browser
into a collaborative semantic data editor in situ for any web
resource.
To validate Semdrops’s approaches, we conducted an
evaluation and usability studies and we compared the results
1http://www.foaf-project.org/
2http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
3http://sioc-project.org/
with automatic generation methods of semantic data such
as DBpedia. The studies demonstrated that Semdrops is an
effective and complementary approach to produce adequate
semantic data on the Web.
This paper is organized as follow. Section II details the
social semantic approach and defines the conceptual model
of Semdrops. Section III details Semdrops the architecture
and implementation. Section IV presents an evaluation and
usability studies. Section V discusses the results of the eval-
uation. Section VI presents related works. Finally, section
VII presents conclusions and future work.
II. SEMDROPS APPROACH
Semdrops uses the force of mass collaboration for facil-
itating the emergence of semantic data. This data can be
used to emerge lightweight ontology. It is based on social
semantic tagging strategy [11] that adopts the characteristics
of social tagging enhanced with semantic meta-data. In
order to make easy the semantic annotation activity to the
user, Semdrops proposes a simple semantic representational
model to conceptualise the social semantic tagging activity,
as it is shown in section II-A. This model captures the
semantic annotations performed by the users. This means
that the model allows to represent the attachment of social
semantic tags to a web resource in an easy manner. The
model also enables tagging a resource without modifying
the resource itself. Section II-C presents a detailed example.
Although, Semdrops social semantic tag model was de-
signed to make easy the tagging activity by regular users, it
has to be mapped to existing semantic representation models
like RDF, OWL in order to make it compatible with the
semantic web technologies. In this work, we particularly use
Semantic MediaWiki to make this mapping as is detailed in
the section II-B.
A. Semantic Social Tagging Model
According to the literature, the most elementary building
blocks of a tagging model is a tripartite model [12] makes
up of the taggers, the tags and the resources being tagged.
Gruber in [10] introduced to model one more element, the
source of the tags, and named it the four-places relation
model. Semdrops conceptual model is an extension of the
four-places relation one, where the tag concept is extended
to semantic tag. Semdrops defines four main concepts: Web
resource, tagger, semantic tag and semantic support.
Web resource. A Web resource is any Resource in the
web which could be identifiable by an URI.
Tagger. The tagger is the responsible of adding semantic
tags to the web resource. A tagger can be an individual user
or a community.
Semantic Tags. According to mc sharaefel et al.[13],
a semantic tag is one where the tag itself is backed up
by an RDF. Semantic tags are semantic annotations used
to add a semantic description over a Web resource in an
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Figure 1. Tagging Flow
unsophisticated manner. . In our approach, we extend the
definition of mc sharaefel et al.; particularly, we describe
three kinds of semantic tags: Category Tag (CT), Property
Tag (PT) and Attribute Tag (AT).
 Category Tag (CT).This semantic tag represents the
belonging of a Web Resources to a Category. Tagging
a resource by means of a CT defines the name of the
tag as identifier of the category and the Web Resource
as individuals which belongs to that category. Also, it
is possible to organise categories specifying detailed
levels by means of hierarchies using subsumption. A
sub-category is defined as a subset of individuals of
the super-category.
 Property Tag (PT). This semantic tag describes a
relationship between two Web Resources. In this case,
the name of the property types the relationship between
the two web resources, even there are not a naviga-
tional link between them. Having PT, the navigation is
improved by a semantic relationship.
 Attribute Tag (AT). This semantic tag describes a
structural attribute for a web resource, for example the
height of a mountain. It uses the label as name for the
attribute and it is related with a simple data type as a
number or a literal.
Semantic Support. We use this support to store semantic
tags. The underlying semantic support has an impact on
how Semdrops maps semantic tags to an existing semantic
support data model. This is done by specifying a set of
mapping rules. This semantic support makes Semdrops
model compatible with other semantic web technologies. It
can be any RDF repository e.g. Sesame [14], Jena [15] or
even Semantic Mediawiki [7].
B. Using Semantic Mediawiki as Semantic Support
In this work, we particularly use Semantic MediaWiki
(SMW) as a semantic support. We have chosen SMW
because on one hand we have already used semantic wikis
for knowledge personalisation [16] and on the other hand
Semdrops SMW OWL-like
Category(X,TName) [[Category: TName ] X rdf:type TName
Property(X,PName,OW) [[PName::OWContent]]X PName OW
Attribute(X,AName,Value)[[AName:= Value]] X AName Value
Table I
SEMDROPS MAPPING RULES
this allows using the powerful features of SMW e.g. query
semantic tags and export semantic data.
Mapping Rules: We define a set of rules to transform
Semdrops’s semantic tags into suitable SMW semantic an-
notations in order to store them in the semantic support of
SMW. In order to carry out this mapping, a web resource is
mapped to a wiki article in terms of SMW.
 Category Semantic Tag. Let X be the URL identify-
ing the Web Resource, and CatName the label for a
category.
CategoryTag(X;CatName) 
SemWiki(X) ([[Category : CatName]]):
Where SemWiki(page) (code) means that the wiki
page titled page has the string code included in its
content.
 Property Semantic Tag. Let X, Y be the URLs iden-
tifying two different web resources and let PropName
be the label of a property.
PropertyTag(X;PropName;OWebContent) 
SemWiki(X) ([[PropName :: OWebContent]])
 Attribute Semantic Tag. Let X be the URL identifying
a web resource and let AtrName be the label of an
attribute and AValue can be a literal or numerical value.
AttributeTag(X;AtrName;AV alue) 
SemWiki(X) ([[AtrName := AV alue)]]
The table I summarizes the mapping rules. The left hand
is the Semdrops semantic tags, in the middle the equivalent
SMW and the right the equivalent in owl-like.
C. How to Use the Model ?
In this example, we consider a user who is reading the
Paris city page4 on Wikipedia. She would like to tag that
Paris is a City and also it is the location of the movie Amelie.
Following the workflow in figure 1, first she has to
decide which kind of semantic tags want to use. She uses
a Category Tag to describe Paris as a City. For that, the
literal City is used as the name of the Category Tag. Next,
she decides to use Property Tag to describe the relationship
between Paris and the film Amelie. A Property Tag requires a
label to type the relationship and also a URI for two involved
resources: the movie and the city. Therefore the string was
movie location of types the relationships and the Amelie
Wikipedia’s page represents the movie. Figure 2 (a) shows
the initial wikipedia page and the figure 2 (b) shows the
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris
tagged page. The left side of the screen shows the semantic
tags for the current page. The semantic tags tree has three
main labels: Category, Links and Attributes. The user can
visualize the semantic tags grouped by these three types and
can fold and unfold the list of each group of tags.
During the semantic tagging activity, Semdrops maps the
semantic tags into the semantic support model of SMW by
using the mapping rules detailed in the previous section.
All the new meta-data is generated without modifying the
original resource.
In this scenario, a new semantic relation is created be-
tween Paris city and the Amelie movie, there was no prior
relationship between these two resources even a navigational
link.
1) Semdrops as Mashups Tool: The previous scenario
shows how semantic tags can be added easily to a web
resource. For instance, the semantic tags describing the web
page of Paris in Wikipedia could be associated with those
defined in the Paris wiki page at SemanticWeb.org 5. In order
to combine different sources, Semdrops includes the ability
to access linked semantic data in cross semantic repositories.
It takes special attention in owl:sameAs tags in the RDF
definition of the web resource. For example, if in the RDF
description of a web resource appears the tag owl:sameAs::
targetResource, the semantic tags of the targetResource will
be added as semantic tags of the original resource.
Figure 2 (b) shows the use of Semdrops with the semantic
tags of the example in the section II-C with a cross reference
to the Paris page on SemanticWeb.org. In this example,
the semantic tags with the green icon are from the cross
reference, and the category City has a special icon because it
was produced in both semantic repositories: SMW repository
and the SemanticWeb.org repository.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
Semdrops uses a Model-View-Controller architecture as it
is detailed in the figure 3. It includes a semantic MediaWiki
as a semantic support for storing and retrieving the semantic
tags.
Semdrops is implemented as a Firefox sidebar add-on, it
is available as an open source and can be downloaded from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/semdrops/. It implements the
semantic social tagging model. The semantic tags tree has
three main labels: Category, Links and Attributes. The user
can visualize the semantic tags grouped by these three types
and can fold and unfold the list of each group of tags as
shown in the figure 2. Semdrops implements drag & drop
functionality, this improves user interaction and facilitates
semantic tags generation. For instance, in the example of
figure 2, a user can drag the France link and drop it on
the Links label. This action opens the new link dialog box
5SemanticWeb.org is a Semantic Mediawiki used mainly for content
related with Semantic Web
Figure 2. Semantic Tags for Wikipedia’s Paris page: (a) On the top,
the Wikipedia’s Paris page without the Social Semantic Tags. (b) On the
bottom, Semdrops in action for the same Wikipedia page.
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Figure 3. Semdrops Architecture
filled with the France page link. Drag & drop functionality
is available for links and any text in the Web resource.
IV. EVALUATION STUDY
To demonstrate the capability of Semdrops to produce
adequate semantic data, we conducted an evaluation study.
In this study, we have asked a group of participants to
use Semdrops to semantically tags a set of predefined web
resources; more precisely, a set of Wikipedia pages. We have
conducted also an usability study to measure the satisfaction
of participants regarding Semdrops.
In the following sections, we detail the evaluation method-
ology, the qualitative and quantitative analysis and the us-
ability study.
A. Evaluation Methodology
We have asked 20 people to participate to the evaluation,
15 males and 5 females. They are between 23 and 35 years
old and fans of the TV Lost serie 6, most of them are in
the domain of computer sciences. In order to familiarize the
participants with Semdrops, we have provided them a textual
user guide and a screen-cast showing a using example7.
Every participant was able to use Semdrops to add se-
mantic tags to two specific web resources: the Wikipedia
pages Jhon Locke (Lost) 8 and Richard Alpert (Lost) 9, at
any time and during four days. The participants were in
different places and did not communicate with each other
during the evaluation. Additionally, they only know that
other people were involved in evaluation but they do not
know who they were because we do not want the participants
to communicate outside the system.
The participants were asked to read and analyse the wiki
pages and after that add the semantic tags if they consider
appropriate to semantically describe these wiki pages. They
could also either delete or revise the semantic tags which
they consider inappropriate. English language was used to
name the tags in order to compare the results later with
DBpedia.
B. Evaluation Results
1) Quantitative Analysis - Number of coincident tags
with DBPedia: We manually compare Semdrops semantic
tags with semantic information coming from the DBpedia
database for the same web resources. The figure 4 represents
a comparison between the set of the semantic tags added
by Semdrops and that semantic information coming from
the DBpedia database. Numbers in the figure represents
the amount of semantic annotations. To make the manual
comparison, we preprocessed the semantic information from
6http://abc.go.com/shows/lost
7The screen cast is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
N3Lr32iA9Vw
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John Locke (Lost)
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard Alpert (Lost)
Figure 4. Quantities of semantic Tags
Figure 5. Quality of Semantic Tags
DBpedia to fix it to the Semdrops conceptual model, for ex-
ample, skos:subject category: Fictional Hunter in DBpedia
match to a Semdrops Category Tag called Fictional Hunter.
For both considered Wikipedia pages (Jhon Locke and
Richard Alpert ), we observed that:
 In general, the number of semantic tags added by
the social effort using Semdrops was the double of
the number of semantic tags that the automatically
generated by DBpedia project.
 The most significant augmentation is the number
of Property Tags. It was three times more in both
Wikipedia pages.
2) Qualitative analysis: This analysis is in charge of
finding out whether the participants have used the Semdrops
conceptual model properly and made the right conceptuali-
sation. This reveals the right understanding of the meaning
of the category, property and attributes primitives by the
participants. To do this, we manually inspected the Semdrops
log file and observed that:
 All categories were well defined. This means that
participants did not have any problem with the use of
categories. They use the category tag according to the
definition given in the section II.
 Sometimes the participants confuse the use of property
and attribute tag. For example, some participants use
birthday with value on May 30, 1956 as a Property tag
instead of an Attribute tag.
Figure 6. Proportion of Semantic Tags
 There were other cases where the right conceptualiza-
tion might be controversial due to the information given
in the wiki page was not enough (either because the
abstraction level was not evident or the related concept
was difficult to be expressed in a Wiki). Consequently,
some attributes were not clear to be either an attribute
or a property tag, we considered these cases also as not
well defined.
To summarize, the rate of wrong property tags is near to
15 %, while it increases to 30% in the case of attributes as
shown in the figure 5.
3) Added Value Analysis: By analysing the kind of con-
tribution of participants, we observed that:
 Most participants were worry about adding meaning to
the navigational links, 67 % of the property tags were
defined over existing navigational links. For example,
the navigational link between the John Locke and the
Anthony Cooper Wikipedias pages was typed with son
of property, representing that John Locke is the son of
Anthony Cooper.
 In addition, new relationships among other resources
were added. The 33 % of the added property tags
establish new links with other Wikipedia pages. This
result is illustrated in the figure 6.
It is important to notice that the enrichment of the exist-
ing content, in terms of both navigability and meaning,
was possible to achieve by human interactions.
 At the first glance, the number of Categories defined
with Semdrops seems to be higher of those defined in
the initial Wikipedia pages. However, we later discov-
ered that the most Semdrops categories already exist in
Wikipedia. This was due to in Wikipedia the categories
are organized in a hierarchy structure and only the most
specific ones are shown in the wiki pages.
 Nearly 90 % of Categories defined with Semdrops
were related each other and could be organized in a
hierarchy. Although, the subsumption property is part
of the proposed semantic tag model, the current early
version of Semdrops prototype does not support it.
However, this result encourage us to extend Semdrops
implementation to incorporate it.
To summarize, DBPedia has a good description of Cat-
egory hierarchies and structural information of the page
from Wikipedias infoboxes. On the other hand, Semdrops
is better to make emerge semantic data that is not easy to
obtain automatically. Both kind of semantic data are highly
complementary.
C. Usability Evaluation
At the end of the evaluation, we made a set of questions to
measure the satisfaction of the participants of the system. We
use the System Usability Scale (SUS) of Brooke [17]. SUS is
a Likert scale simple questionnaire giving a subjective global
value of usability. The obtained values indicate that the
average of SUS usability was 71.5 over 100 with a standard
deviation of 8.6. This results show that the participants had
acceptable satisfaction of the system [18].
In addition, we asked users the level of comfort for
making category, property and attribute tags. Most of users
had felt comfortable with the creation of categories and
properties but less comfortable with the use of attributes.
V. DISCUSSION AND LEARNED LESSONS
The conducted evaluation shows that semantic data ob-
tained by using Semdrops are complementary with those of
DBpedia. DBpedia has semantic data related to the struc-
tural content of the wikipages i.e. most properties reached
in Wikipedia are related with navigational structure, for
example is dbprop:redirect of or is dbprop:disambiguates
of or infoboxes. While, Semdrops promotes semantic data
proliferation related to the nature of the wiki article based
on users background.
In addition, during the evaluation, we notice that users
created properties following three main patterns :
 semantic enrichment of existing navigational links by
adding semantic types.
 new properties were defined by using information in
wikipage that were not related to a navigational link.
 emergence of new properties that relate pages that do
not have any reference in the content of the wikipage.
Other interesting point was the generation of attributes.
Attributes tags had the highest rate of mistakes. In most
cases this happened because for the tagger was not clear the
difference between an attribute and a property tag.
Finally, by the manual examination of the log file, we
notice that some semantic tags were rectified by users. For
example, the spelling of the word bald to describe Jhon
Locke character was rectified twice by different users each
time. There is a community regulation similar to that present
in wiki community practices. In this evaluation, we made
manual analysis of the log file, an automatic one could help
to consolidate the generated information.
VI. RELATED WORK
In the last years, many efforts focus on the semantification
of the web. One of the most relevant is the Linking Open
Data (LOD) 10 initiative. The objective of LOD is to connect
10http://linkeddata.org
related data that was not previously connected using URI
and RDF. LOD generates a large amount of RDF statements,
most of them are generated automatically, only less than 1 %
of semantic contents are a user-generated [19]. DBPedia [20]
is a major application of LOD. DBpedia is the Linked Data
version of Wikipedia, it is based on an automatic approach to
generate RDF statements, by converting structured informa-
tion in Wikipedia pages into RDF statements. In Semdrops
approach, the semantic data emerge by the social effort.
Other approaches to increase the semantic data on the web
are based on the enrichment of social tags with semantic
information:
 Annotea [21] defines a simple ontology to generate
semantic bookmarks.
 In [22], semantic bookmarks are generated automati-
cally to structure hypermedia documents. This approach
is limited to specific web resources i.e. the bookmarks.
In Semdrops, semantic tags are not restricted to seman-
tic bookmarks; they can be added to any web resource.
 SOBOLEO 11 [23] uses SKOS taxonomy to anno-
tate bookmarks. Although, SOBOLEO allows assigning
tags to web resources and organize them into hierar-
chies, it does not support a rich semantic model.
 In Limpenss Ph.D. thesis[24] and Monin et al. [25]
is introduced the niceTag ontology which subclassifies
the isRelatedTo tag into a set of sub-properties to con-
ceptualize the different possible uses of tags presented
by Golder & Huberman. Instead, Semdrops defines an
open structure through which new properties definition
can be added by the users.
 Huynh-Kim-Ban et al. [26] introduced an extension of
the tag model presented in del.icio.us which includes
both synonymy and inclusion relationships among tags,
but they do not include the possibility to express, for
example, attributes as Semdrops does.
OntoGame [27] combines Web 2.0 and semantic definition
to determine correctly class-instance correspondence and
super class or instance-of relations for Wikipedia articles.
This work was very useful to define the building block of
Semdrops semantic social tagging model, however, the last
one defines a more rich semantic model.
Some other approaches propose semantical enrichment of
social tagging [28], [10] by defining a tag ontology for this
purpose. For instance, TagOntology [12] proposed a tripar-
tite system (User, Resource, Tag); MOAT [29] allows the
use of a URI to define the meaning of a tag, and SCOT [11]
enforces the social context involved in folksonomies. All of
these approaches focus on giving semantic to the tags. These
model can be reused to give semantic to the Semdrops tags.
Other approach proposes to use semantic annotations
to enrich wikis systems; resulting in semantic wiki sys-
tems. Semantic wikis [7], [8], [9] enable the emergence
11Social Bookmarking and Lightweight Engineering of Ontologies
of lightweight domain ontologies by the community efforts.
However, the emerged ontologies are limited to the Semantic
Wiki scope and cannot be transparently extended to any
Web resource. Semdrops is inspired in the semantic wikis
approach but goes beyond allowing the semantic annotation
of existing web content transparently.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
This paper introduced a social semantic tagging approach
called Semdrops. Semdrops defines a simple and rich social
semantic tagging model. This model is implemented as
a Firefox add-on tool that turns the web browser into
a collaborative semantic data editor in situ for any web
resource. The evaluation and usability studies demonstrated
that Semdrops :
 promotes semantic data proliferation thanks to its sim-
ple social semantic tagging model.
 promotes the semantic data quality by community reg-
ulation.
 is applicable to any web resources thanks for using URI
to identify them.
 can be used by a wide community thanks to its simple
social semantic tagging and its implementation as a
Firefox add-on.
 provides an easy interaction mode as demonstrated the
usability study.
As future works, in order to consolidate results we will
conduct a bigger evaluation with more resources and we
will compare results with other work such as [30]. Also, we
will evaluate how lightweight ontologies can emerge from
the semantic data. For this propose we will profit from the
existence of the subsumption concept in our model. Further,
we will study inconsistency and conflict problems.
For a more pragmatical point of view, Semdrops needs to
be extended to make the captured semantic data more usable
in the context of the semantic web. For instance, Semdrops
should adopt the LOD philosophy to share semantic data,
and even it could incorporates properties already existing in
the semantic web technologies like the sameAs property.
Besides, we are interesting to apply Semdrops in a more
general scenario where social tagging is combined with
personal one. In this sense, it is needed to extend Semdrops
approach to support personal tagging.
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